
This Blessed Plot
Alien invasions of England are as much a part of staple

Doctor Who's image as quarries and suspiciously similar
corridors. We don't worry about them because we know about
budgetary limitations and so forth. Victoria has a line about
tunnels all looking the same in The Web of Fear (yes, 1
bought the audio) years before Curse of the Fatal Death.
These things all just add to the programme's charm in the
same way that Avenger-land does to ITC programmes. In
fact, in Web they go for a few, highly detailed sets, plus
plenty of shots of the map to give the viewer a convincing
sense of the spatial relationship between the different
locations in the narrative. And if the Daleks say they're going
to nuke Essex, well, it just goes to show that even the most
evil creatures in the universe aren't all bad.

Programmes like The Saint or The Champions, in terms
of real space, went no further from their studios than Doctor
Who did. But with a bit of stock footage and a foreign car or
two drawn up in a suspiciously familiar looking street, their
episodes could be set in any country in the world. Sixties
Doctor Who had a similar breadth of locations, in its earth-
bound stories - take The Enemy of the World, for instance, as
well as the 'historicals'. At the same time, the first two
Doctors also ranged the cosmos to an extent which none of
the later ones matched - resulting in it being difficult now to
feel the true impact of the ending of The Chase, or the full-
scale return to London in The War Machines (the first story to
be set wholly in the contemporary world since the series'
beginning). Of course, Sixties Who featured a lot of England,
and most of the companions were English, but this was given
plenty of contrast. So why was confining the Doctor to Earth
matched by confining him to England? And 1 mean England
here, though perhaps in view of The Green Death and the bit
at the end of The Web of Fear (told you I'd bought the CD)
where Private Evans mucks up the Doctor's plan to brain
drain the Great Intelligence and so the Doctor calls him a
"stupid Welsh bastard" or something, perhaps my fellow
countrymen and 1should heave a sigh of relief

Few of us can forget the Whomobile. According to Blue
Peter anyway, it was supposed to be able to take the Doctor
anywhere on the planet within seconds (it also had a four-
track tape player, useful). But it didn't. Even when The Time
Monster slackened the Doctor's leash with the idea that the
TARDIS could move around a bit on Earth, and within Earth
history, if it really had to, the stories continued resolutely to
be set in England. And this is the era that brought us the CSO

kitchen in Terror of the Autons. Surely Barry "1 made it
yellow instead of blue" Letts would not have balked at the
idea of a foreign location for technological reasons (i.e. the
stock footage and in-car CSO fooling nobody - hnurun, sorry
Barry). The most commonly mentioned foreign country in
Pertwee Who is Japan, because that's where the Brigadier
buys Jon his high-tech gizmos from. We are told on repeated
occasions that the Brigadier's troops are all on secondment
from the British Army and all still subject to its chain of
command.

Being of modest age, I can't say whether people were
taken in by the fake foreign locations of, say, The Saint, or
whether they cared, come to that. I don't know whether the
people who were watching action-adventure shows in the
early Seventies were as familiar as we now are with foreign
parts, whether through TV or mass-market air travel. Nor do 1
feel qualified to say whether the concentration on England
was the result of contemporary events, such as the end of
empire (which forms the basis for several stories, ego The
Mutants) and the Cold War (eg. Frontier in Space, and
anything with an 'aliens hiding among us' plot). In such a
climate, people making a TV show might well want to make
the UK the centre of everything, and to give it an aggressively
British character, whether consciously or otherwise.

Another thing 1 can't comment on is whether there was
some anti-provincial or xenophobic tendency at the BBC
during the Pertwee era. But if there was, it would be
surprising if it had appeared out of nowhere right at the
beginning of Pertwee's run, or at any rate after his first
season, since Silurians is set in Derbyshire and includes a
world-wide crisis; Inferno seems to have a Midlands location
as well and Ambassadors features Pertwee in Space. And, to
be perfectly honest, there are a fair few other stories which
have at least some claim to be set more than fifty miles from
Westminster Bridge: part one of The Daemons, for instance,
emphasises the length of the journey from UNIT HQ to
Devil's End. And what about The Sea Devils? In any case, I'm
not sure Tides of Time is a suitable place to discuss the
significance of the original context for appreciating art /
literature / whatever you want to call it.

Part of the reason, or even most ofthe reason, for setting
the stories in England is surely contained within the notorious
Tooting Bee dictum of Mr. Pertwee, that is, that a six-eared
blue zombie monster from outer space is a lot more terrifying



in your local pub than on Planet 'X'. Or something like that.
Hence a lot of his stories have the Master going through the
Intergalactic Yellow Pages looking for alien nasties for his
vendetta, and then shipping them to commuter land. Maybe
he could have gone to Australia and woken up some
immeasurably ancient, thirty-foot high (at least) kangaroo
god, but he might have had trouble getting through customs,
so obviously Azal the Daemon was a better bet (it had come
to Earth to give civilisation to humanity, don't yer know - so
no wonder it landed in the UK). Actually, it's probably also
worth pointing out in connection with this story that a few
years prior to the screening of the Daemons, the BBC had
staged (and paid for) a dig on a Bronze Age burial mound,
and created a programme which, if it was done on the BBC
now, would probably be called something like DigWatch.

So it turns out to be easy enough to explain the exile
era's concentration on one country without going anywhere
near concepts like xenophobia. In fact, it is with the stories of
later Doctors that the repeated retums to a very small area of
the Earth can start feeling unrealistic. What Pertwee-era, or
UNIT-era Doctor Who seems to be doing is building up a
consistent picture: it is not only focussed on one small group
of individuals, but also, when it steps outside the Doctor's lab,
it is also focussed on one particular country. Over the course
of many episodes, a coherent and believable near-future is
explored. This theme is intrinsically linked with the idea of
self-confidence I have touched on already.

Up until the end of the black and white era, saving brief
nods in recurring monster stories and, of course, Travers and
Lethbridge Stewart, there was no continuity to speak of - the
stories take place in vastly different locations and in fact, we
are told several times by William Hartnell's Doctor that the
TARDIS is capable of travelling to alternative universes. The
links between, say, The Moonbase and The Tomb of the
Cybermen are hardly on a Babylon 5 level. Considering that
the colour era begins with so many stories encompassed
within a limited geographical area and space of time, the lack
of any very overt continuity to the years of the third Doctor's
exile is quite startling. This is to quite some extent reduced by
narrowing the narrative point-of-view to a charmed elite, the
members of UNIT, so that the question of how British, let
alone world society, is affected by repeated, very public,
extra-terrestrial incidents, seems not to occur. As for the
question of how Earth military technology is affected by all
the bits and pieces that Pertwee doesn't manage to roast in his
oven (the Xanthoid (!) bomb in Terror of the Autons), well,
about the best thing that can be said is that it keeps fanfic
writers in business.

But there is some real continuity in the UNIT era
beyond the characters and the basic set-up, and it is rooted in

technology. One thing that is developed very strongly in
Master stories and elsewhere is the idea that human scientific
research has pretty well on its own developed lots of bits and
pieces which, if only one joins them together in the right way,
can do pretty much anything, from sending a faster-than-light
transmission to the Nestenes (Terror of the Autons) through a
radio telescope, to time travel (The Time Monster). The
Master is in some sense a representation of the dangerously
imaginative human scientist, who invents something first and
only later finds out what it is really capable of - and then
another scientist has to come in and invent something else to
sort the problem out. This interaction is at the heart of a lot of
UNIT era stories, but it goes back to The Evil of the Daleks at
least. It is surprising how often, in spite of all the aliens and
robots, the crises which the Doctor comes up against so often
originate from human (or humanoid, which basically means
human) folly or pride, or even just progress (for instance, the
two plastics factories in the two Auton stories are already
developing cutting-edge technology).

In Spearhead from Space, the Brigadier tells Liz that
"we have drawn attention to ourselves," which is of course
true given that landings on Mars have already taken place
(though he doesn't mention them - don't give the audience too
much at one go). It is obvious that the world of the Seventies
Doctor Who style is more advanced technologically than its
real-life counterpart (or even the present day), but it is worth
underlining some instances of this. In that same scene, the
Brigadier shows Liz data from the National Observatory: four
hundred planets capable of supporting life, he says, have been
discovered in Earth's part of the galaxy. She doesn't question
the figures. When that scene was written, real-life
astronomers had yet to detect a planet outside our own solar
system (as I write this, about 40 are now known, all of which
are gas giants. They are usually found by looking for
irregularities in the oscillations of their parent stars, though it
is now just about possible to pick up the slight dimming in a
distant star's light as a local planet passes in front of it. This is
real cutting-edge science: instruments capable of detecting
Earth-sized planets around other stars don't exist at all yet).

This marvellous scene sets up two scenarios for the
UNIT era - one, close proximity of possibly hostile worlds,
and two, highly advanced technology located in Britain. But
the set-up started with a Troughton story, The Invasion, in
which the whole concept of UNIT is introduced. Just stop and
think for a second about the political developments that
would have been needed before such a body could be set up -
were they all due to the events in The Web of Fear? It is also
worth pointing out that it seems pretty strongly implied (and



even more so in the novelisation, if that counts for anything)
that the bits and pieces of alien technology which Travers
brought back from Tibet led to substantial advances in the
science of electronics.

By the time of The Invasion, huge numbers of
communications satellites are orbiting the Earth, many years
before this happened in real life (the Brigadier has a mobile
phone, too). These satellites are shanghaied by the Cybermen,
thirty years before some high-powered, highly expensive
Hollywood aliens did something remarkably similar in the
film Independence Day. They transmit a hypnotising signal to
take over the Earth without having to fire a shot: but this
signal can be effectively combated with a few bits of off-the-
shelf; standard (for that Earth) electronic gubbins. Their
reason for this unorthodox take-over is that they want humans
for conversion to Cybermen (once again, The Invasion
proving that no good idea goes unplagiarised). But they might
also not have wanted to risk a direct attack, on the basis of
what happens to them when they try to land.

What happens to them is that they get blown to pieces
by surfuce-Iaunched missiles - admittedly, this is in no small
measure thanks to Zoe, who manages to set off a sort of chain
reaction through the tightly-packed enemy. But that just goes
to show how accurate the missiles are. They are also capable
of hitting extra-orbital targets. Even now no real life missile
could do that. Even long-range ICBMs can't hit targets in
space: they go about fifty miles up, then they come back
down again, hopefully somewhere a long way away. Which
will be a bit of a bummer if an asteroid or a comet or
something decides to fly into the Earth. Luckily, only about
2% of the sky is even monitored for rogue space objects so
we probably wouldn't even know about it until the thing
landed. The Earth of the UNIT era has rather better space
tracking capabilities. They pick up the approaching Cybermen
without undue difficulty. It then takes somewhat less than the
full resources of only a single RAF base, if I may borrow
Fiona's classy expression, to fry the lot like bacon.

Next, an H-bomb mounted on a Russian launch vehicle
is used to destroy the Cyberman Mother Ship - a rocket that
can hit a target only a mile or so wide at 50,000 miles range,
and move quickly enough to give the Cybermen no chance
whatsoever of taking evasive action, is an impressive
achievement by the standards of any age. Now, there is a
Pertwee story in which a wine bottle with a couple of forks
balanced on it can affect time, but the technology of The
Invasion is not fanciful - it is closely in keeping with a clear
theme in the programme's development.

In the very first scene of Spearheadfrom Space we see a
UNIT tracking station. So what if the England of the Pertwee

era is bristling with high-powered missiles and long-range
radar screens pored over by bad-ass RAF missile gunners
with names like Flight Lieutenant C. Symcox just waiting for
some alien mother who thinks it's hard enough to hove into
view? It would explain why most of the attempts to invade
Earth from then on are so unorthodox ("Hey, let's load
ourselves into high-impact footballs and land on Essex").

Watch Ambassadors of Death again (go on, I dare you)
with The Invasion in mind. When General Carrington starts
suggesting that the rocket being prepared for the Doctor's
rescue mission should be fitted with a nuclear warhead to
destroy the alien mother ship, he sounds totally off his rocker
unless you remember that that is exactly what the Brigadier
did do in The Invasion. Why did the aliens try to contact a
Mars expedition rather than sail into a close orbit of Earth?
Perhaps they had decided that, seeing what had happened to
the Cybermen, it was probably safer to stay out of range.

Look at the beginning of The Claws of Axos, when the
alien spaceship first turns up on a radar screen. Mr. Chinn
may be an annoying civil servant with both eyes on his own
career but there doesn't seem to be anything particularly out
ofthe ordinary in launching a missile attack on the Axon ship.
The Axons do a nifty little time jump and get out of the way:
the implication is surely that if they hadn't done this, they
would have been turned into pop tarts. Moving back a little,
could you see The Seeds of Death as a contrast piece to The
Invasion, in which the pioneering defence rocketry of the
twentieth century has been abandoned in the twenty-first, and
Earth is going to suffer for it?

Unorthodox invasion attempts with time machines or
astral projection, things fetched up by the Master or totally
home-grown are the real hallmarks of the UNIT era. There are
no straightforward aliens in ships land and start shooting
stories at all, unless you count Axos and maybe Ambassadors
- but both of these have slants. Day of the Daleks is a story
about humans who start a war - the Dalek invasion is more or
less incidental (see Fiona's article, Doctor Davros, page 11).
Furthermore, it is said outright by one of the humans in the
Dalek-controlled future, talking about the invasion, that
because of World War ill there was nothing on Earth left to
stop them. Given that the war started in the UNIT Seventies
that must mean that if there hadn't been a war, even the
Daleks would have thought twice about taking the Earth on.

Built into these 'alternative present' stories of the Earth
acquiring technological independence and security are
futuristic ones: Colony in Space, in which extremely well-
armed Earth mining ships ravage the galaxy; Curse of
Peladon, in which the Earth, on the basis of the hierarchy of
delegates, is the most powerful planet in the Galactic
Federation, and Frontier in Space, where the Earth is a
military superpower on a galactic scale, threatening, once
again, the Daleks. It is also starting to grant independence to
some of its colonies, which brings in The Mutants, the story
of full of empire. But even this story still fits the basic
thematic patterns of the era, because it looks at the ultimate
fate of Earth's rise to power.

As for the concentration on England, well, maybe its
lead in military technology based on what it inherited from
The Great Intelligence, or its own, home-grown, world
leading R&D meant that capturing the island really was the
key to capturing the Earth. In several UNIT stories there is a
backdrop of tension between the superpowers: perhaps the
UK was left alone to defend the Earth and bang Johnny



Foreigners' heads together. Maybe there was some strategic
wisdom in capturing a defensible area like a smallish, but rich
island as the first step in planetary conquest. Or maybe it was
all the Doctor's fault, After a while, you actually start
sympathising with the aliens ofthe Pertwee era. It's Charge of
the Light Brigade all over again.

But the Brigadier's paramilitary organisation turns into
a bunch of clowns. "As a member of UNIT, I can do what the
bloody hell I like" (the Doctor, The Silurians). Well, OK,
something like that. Can you imagine the Doctor saying this
in any story with 10 Grant in it? Pertwee's arrogant, petulant
Doctor fitted in very well with a pushy Brigadier and an ever
so slightly out-of-control military operation that was
constantly causing resentment by usurping other peoples'
jurisdiction. Later on, this could very easily become plain
annoying (eg. the scene where he tells 10 off in The
Daemons). DocSoc has better fight scenes than Action by
HA vac ever came up with. And then Pertwee was gone, and
UNIT was more or less gone, but England had established
itself in the heart of a programme which, as I have pointed out
before, had always been humano-centric and in which pretty
well everybody speaks English.

For instance, the King of Peladon had a human mother
whom his father presumably picked up on a visit to Earth; all
the high-class nobles have learnt English, even the ones who
want to get rid of the Federation. Were they going to school
on Earth, just as so many Arabs and Indians (eg. Nehru and
the current King of Jordan) sent their sons to school in
England? Is Grun, the King's Champion, really ritually mute,
as it says in the novelisations, or just low class / bad at foreign
languages? By Monster of Peladon, everyone on the planet is
speaking the imperial lingua franca. It's the Roman Empire
all over again and Queen Victoria would no doubt have been

fuirly amused too. But it is of course unfair to push the
Universal Translator non-issue too fur.

The only story, though, which takes place outside the
TARDIS but which has no humanoid characters other than
the Doctor and his companions, is The Web Planet.

The problem with later stories is that you no longer have
a consistent picture of Earth, in which a long run of episodes,
week after week, can make a futuristic near-future believable.
So in the post-Pertwee, or, more accurately, po~t-UNIT
stories, the Earth had to be closer to the real one to avoid
looking anachronistic (eg. the military laser in Seeds of
Doom). The pace of change found in those Pertwee stories
was exponential but as real life went on flights to Mars and
such things all began to look further and further away. This
meant that the Earth of the later Seventies stories, and
beyond, looked rather crap in comparison to the place full of
hope and funky gizmos you get in the UNIT era, but that,
somehow, the latter was the one that began to feel wrong.

Was the real problem, then, with stories from the black
and white era and the UNIT days, and hell, with the Sixties
and early Seventies, that their confidence in the future and the
modem was too enthusiastic? As I said earlier (feels like it
was years ago), I wasn't around then. Bit like Ancient Rome,
really, though that doesn't stop me churning out authoritative-
sounding verbiage on the subject (I am not a scientist! I am
not a scientist!) ..

Matthew Peacock


